INDUSTRY MAGAZINE OF NEWS AND VIEWS

One of the clear advantages of belonging to an organisation
of like-minded businesspeople like CANZ, people who share a
common industrial thread, is the collective weight that brings
when dealing with external agencies and the opportunity for
shared experiences. In this issue we look at an exciting visit
members experienced when touring the Pratt & Whitney facility
in Christchurch. The tour was an “eye-opener” for President
Glenn Campbell as to the plant’s sheer size.
Flexi looks forward to be able to report on such visits and we
welcome your stories and photographs just as we know our
growing readership looks forward to reading them. You can
send contributions to:
Graeme Stilwell, editor. Email imagineprint@xtra.co.nz

CANZ members got a chance to get up close and personal with the
world’s flagship commercial jet engine, the V2500.
It is now the predominant engine specified on new Airbus A319,
A320 and A321 aircraft with operators on all continents. The V2500D5 variant powers the fleets of Boeing MD90 aircraft in Asia, the
United States and Europe.

Everything is BIG
at Pratt & Whitney
IT WAS a jet-powered end to the year for
some members of CANZ late last year with
a visit to the Christchurch Engine Centre of
world-famous jet engine provider Pratt &
Whitney.
CANZ President Glenn Campbell said the
tour of the facility “was a real eye-opener”.
His report appears on Page 3.

Industry news as
two large players
merge.
Huge thank-you to
Bobbie Mortensen —
President’s report.
Gurit appoints new
New Zealand Sales
Manager.
The hazards of
organic peroxides
— Tech Talk.

From Glenn Campbell
President

W

HAT are we doing towards
FRP recycling and waste reduction as an association?

It is time we looked at an organised
sector-wide approach to the end-of life-solutions for our
FRP products to show our contribution to the circular
economy.
The Waste Minimisation Fund, operated by the Ministry
for the Environment is one way we could do this. It would
be great to have a group of members work together to
develop an application for this to set up NZ FRP recycling
again. We know we have the technology in New Zealand,
it is just a matter of getting together to solve the blockers
and make this available for our sector, our customers and
our community.
Composites UK are also working on the transition of
FRP sector to the circular economy in the United King-

dom (4-minute summary https://youtu.be/TKnnLv-Ue_o of a recent
panel discussion). Noted was only 1% of FRP is currently
recycled in the UK, which is much lower than steel or
even concrete. We know recycled glass fibre is at this
point considered a low-value product, but the counterpoint
has been made — paper — 50% all paper is recycled!
We are fast approaching a time where we will lose the
social licence for such a business case. Our customers
are becoming more waste and recycling conscious, our
councils are adopting zero waste policies. We need to
articulate the value of FRP and avoid being lumped with
single-use plastics. FRP, as we know, has many valuable
contributions to make to the low emissions and circular
economy.
Let's go! Members who are interested in collaborating
to making FRP recycling in NZ happen, or want to know
more, please contact
Catherine.Taiapa@armatec.co.nz
or
Glenn.Campbell@Campbellcomposites.com 

Exciting industry news is that PJ
Hobbs and the Synthepol Division of
Chemical Specialties Ltd have joined
forces.
The merged business operates
under the name of HS Composites
Ltd, and all business in the past
transacted either through PJ Hobbs,
or through Synthepol, will from now
onwards be transacted through HS
Composites Ltd.
The merger will significantly enhance the ability
of both P.J.Hobbs, and Synthepol, to service
effectively the New Zealand composites manufacturing industry by combining the different
products currently offered individually by each
company into one broad-based offering from a
single company. Additionally, the merger will
allow opportunities for increased in-market raw
material manufacturing capability; will use the
additional scale to underpin greater customer
technical support; and will enable the larger
business to meet effectively and adapt to changing customer and market needs.
The combined product range now offers customers a truly one-stop shop, ranging from up to
7MT blending capacity through wet chemicals,
putties, dry goods, colour tinting and matching
with X-RITE technology, reinforcement kit cutting,
accessories, technical service and comprehensive laboratory facilities.
Having sites in both Auckland and Christchurch gives HS Composites the best options to
service both North Island as well as South Island
customers. Expansive facilities exist at our Papakura site which lends itself to product demonstrations, customer training evenings and product
development.

‘This merger is an enormous show of confidence
in the future of composites in New Zealand. A new
generation of people is coming through the ranks
with the drive to use modern technology
combined with proven practices in production
and sound education.’

Bobbie Mortensen

Greg Simons SI representative
Greg Simons, a well known personality in the
New Zealand fibreglass industry and Composites
Association, will be representing HS Composites
in the South Island. Greg brings with him a massive amount of business acumen, training enthusiasm and production floor knowledge.
This merger is an enormous show of confidence in the future of composites in New Zealand. A new generation of people is coming
through the ranks with the drive to use modern
technology combined with proven practices in
production and sound education. HS Composites
intends being that partner to help you secure
your future.
We look forward to working with you. 

Greg Simons, a well known personality in the New Zealand fibreglass
industry and Composites Association, who will be representing HS
Composites in the South Island.

Huge thank-you goes to Bobbie Mortensen
which will cost a small fortune. To achieve the funding for us to
carry out a full study, we will initiate a pilot programme which will
have a cost of in the region of $5000. From the pilot scheme we
can build our case for further funding for a full study.
To start my President’s report, I would like to take the time
The pilot scheme will involve a small number of our members
to acknowledge the work that Bobbie Mortensen has done
who currently are measuring employees with physical testing
on behalf of CANZ over a considerable number of years.
such as blood and urine.
By now you would have learned that she has sold P J
Secondly, is the issue of do we wish to become a member of
Hobbs and I am sure Bobbie will have plans to join the ranks
the American Composites Association (ACMA). The main reason
of the retirees.
for joining is to see if their training programme can be used here
Over the many years where she served the Association,
in New Zealand at each member’s facility giving you a tool to use
she served in a variety of roles, not only as President, also
for basic training.
many supportive roles, such as Conference Co-ordinator. I
Here lies the issue that has been raised by some committee
am sure you will all join me in saying that we will all miss her
members. Are we a training organisation?
and hope that whatever endeavours she attempts that they
As you all may be aware, we have set up an ITO with NZ Marine
be as successful as with her time in CANZ.
CANZ President Glenn Campbell
which allows individuals to obtain higher understanding of our
I hope you all had a good break. In the end the weather
composite industry and this works excellently. We have had an
could have been described as acceptable — but that wind. Some days it was like being in input into the content where appropriate, although it has been some time since the cona blast furnace.
tent has been updated.
Issues going forward
It is my belief that CANZ should be a conduit for all knowledge involving our Industry
Bringing you all up to date there are two main issues the committee has been working and although the ITO programme satisfies one level, it still does not satisfy the basic
on.
needs of our members who want to be able to use a programme in house when they
The first is the ongoing issue with Styrene. We have had an initial discussion with
employ new staff. This is where I see the ACMA programme working for us. Going forMassey University concerning establishing a full study of Styrene in the workplace —
ward we will develop our thoughts and arrive at a decision. 
From Glenn Campbell
PRESIDENT

ABOVE: The Christchurch
Engine Centre
(CHCEC) offers full
maintenance, repair and
overhaul (MRO) capability for V2500-A5 and D5 engines at these new
facilities at Christchurch
Airport.

RIGHT: CANZ members
pictured inside the Pratt
& Whitney facility in
Christchurch.
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T WAS a jet-powered end to the year for
some members of CANZ last year with a
visit to the Christchurch Engine Centre of
world-famous jet engine provider Pratt and
Whitney.
CANZ President Glenn Campbell said the tour of the facility “was a
real eye-opener”.

In a thank-you email to James McKay, Production Leader for Pratt
and Whitney’s Christchurch operation, Glenn expressed surprise at the
sheer size of the operation.
“I was unaware of the size your operation. Although we operate in
different segments of the market, I believe that all of those who did the
tour came away understanding the importance of managing one’s risk.
“Your risk is certainly at the highest level, but I believe it is relevant
to all at the lower levels of risk,” he said.
James said he was glad CANZ members enjoyed the tour.
“It was the first time I was involved with a group
of that size so I hope you didn’t feel it was too
rushed.
“I also really enjoyed learning a bit about your
industry as we are seeing more and more composite parts on newly-designed engines,” James
said.
The Christchurch Engine Centre
(CHCEC) offers full maintenance, repair and
overhaul (MRO) capability for V2500-A5 and D5 engines at its new facilities at Christchurch
Airport. It is also a designated master test cell for
Base Line Test and Correlation Test of V2500-A1
and V2500-D5 engines.
In a joint venture formed in 1984 with IAE AG,
Pratt & Whitney, Rolls Royce, MTU and Japanese Aero Engines to manufacture engines in the
25,000 to 34,000-pound thrust range, the V2500
is now the predominant engine specified on new
Airbus A319, A320 and A321 aircraft with operators on all continents.
The V2500-D5 variant powers the fleets of Boeing MD90 aircraft in Asia, the United States and
Europe. 

THE HAZARDS OF ORGANIC PEROXIDES
1)

Thermal Stability -

Is characterised by the SADT - (Self accelerating Decomposition Temperature). SADT. The SADT is
the lowest ambient temperature at which self-accelerating decomposition occurs with a product that is
in the packaging used for transport.

2) Contamination Contamination of peroxides by metals, acids, bases or promoters and accelerators lowers the stability
and therefore the SADT of the peroxides. This can possibly result in an uncontrolled reaction at ambient temperatures. MEKP’s are especially sensitive to contamination.

3) Mechanical Sensitivity Some organic peroxides are mechanically sensitive to rough handling, severe friction or heavy impact
and therefore should be avoided.

4) General Protection Ingestion - Do not induce vomiting. Seek medical attention.
Inhalation - Move to fresh air, rest in a half upright position and loose clothing.
Skin Contact - Remove contaminated clothing, wash with soap and copious quantities of water.
Eye Contact - First rinse the eye for at least 15 minutes with plenty of water. Always seek medical
attention.

In case of fire Fight small or large fires using water delivered
in a fog spray. Alert the Fire Department.

In case of spillage Liquid - Lightly dampen with water and absorb
with an inert material such as sand and vermiculite.
Pastes - Remove using a plastic spatula and
add to water. Use water on the remainder and
then scatter the inert material as above.
Solids - Collect the spilled material and place
into a plastic bucket with a loose-fitting lid and
then add water. Remove the waste to a safe
place and then arrange for disposal as soon as
possible. The waste should not be confined.

5) STORAGE
All organic peroxides should be stored in their
original containers tightly closed and the area
should have good ventilation.
The storage temperature should be kept at 25°
C or below. Keep separated from reducing
agents such as promoters and accelerators.
Never mix organic peroxides with strong reducing agents, never heat and do not handle in a
rough way.
Wear personal safety equipment.
Make sure workers have read the individual
Safety Data Sheets (SDS). 

Here’s
good
reasons why you
will benefit

1 The Association for Composites

If your work or interest is composites and fibreglass, we are the only association that focuses
entirely on this business today. It helps one keep
up with technology and other changes, and with
our links to overseas composites association
provides links worldwide. An association "Code of
Ethics" protects members.

2 Legislation Assistance
The Composites Association keeps abreast of
changes and issues guidelines to members.

3 Own Code Of Practice
Our very own “Composites Code of Practice” was
published in 1998 and is the accepted “Code” for
our industry. All members were able to provide
input into its development to ensure it was workable. Compliance with the “Code” is the best way
of meeting NZ health and safety requirements.

4 Annual Conference
Keeping up-to-date with technology can be as
easy as attending the Association’s conferences.
A wide range of speakers update us on new
materials, technology and equipment. There are
hands-on equipment and materials
demonstrations and trade displays with ideas
and information for all.

5 Regular Flexi Magazine
The regular Flexi magazine is published for
members to keep them abreast of what is going
on in the industry.

‘I use the term competitor loosely, but it is
inspiring to see my peers succeed’
one else gets up to, we have now got a real sense of celebrating the success of others and encouraging one another to
push harder.
I can’t believe it’s March already.
Case in point, for those of you on Facebook check out FI
The days aren’t creeping up, they’re storming past with no
Innovations in Invercargill. Poking a stick at Gareth Dykes
sign of let up. Working through Christmas is never fun but
about rolling his R’s and only just getting the internet at the
taking a holiday with the kids at the end of January when the
crowds were a little thinner more than made up for it. With so bottom of the South Island is a favourite past time of mine, but
little time available to be out of the workshop and most of that his fancy new 3D printer most definitely warranted a call. On
top of the flooring and composite divisions FI now have statetaken up with work trips, it really was a treat to just relax and
of-the art 3D printing and scanning capabilities. I’m sure you
enjoy my family.
will hear more about this later, but for now it’s exciting to see
It’s funny, I suppose, how easily we can lose sight of what
someone taking the bull by the horns and really challenge
matters.
themselves to be the best they possibly can. Well done mate,
I’ve grown up in the workshop and it really is my happy
place. You’re more likely to find me here on a Saturday hang- I’m super chuffed for you.
ing out with mates or working on cars as you are at home
There must be something in the water down south. Right at
mowing the lawns. A week away from it all with my wife and
the top end in Nelson is Allspec run by Malcom Coffey. A boat
kids really put things in perspective. I’m not one for resolubuilder by trade with a good sized operation, Malcom has
tions, but this year I really need to do more family stuff before recently expanded to believe it or not, high end panel and
it’s too late.
paint – think hot rods, helicopters, classics you name it. Then,
We have had a crazy two to three years, building our cus2 weeks ago I get a Facebook invite to follow his latest acquitomer base and frankly trying to recover financially from mov- sition, an aluminium boat manufacturing business Osprey
ing workshops twice in eight months. A couple of new faces in boats. Another phone call, a few more laughs and generally
the workshop have breathed a bit of life into things and we
enjoying a catch-up.
really are happy with our lot in life. With that in mind it’s time
I find it inspiring to see my peers succeed and I’d like to
for a bit of a rethink and some “me” time. With the hard work
done we can afford to be a little choosy about what we do and think that that is common place within the industry today. It’s
not showboating, its sharing what you’re up to. You never
where we do it. It’s still going to be a cracker year, just a bit
know who could use your services, or could do with some
less hectic (I hope).
advice. So put it out there, tell us what you’re up to. Flexi
I try to keep in touch with as many competitors as I can. I
welcomes contributors, an industry spotlight on what’s out
use the term competitor loosely as more often than not we
there. So if you have a special project going on, developed
tend to have our own areas of expertise and branch out a bit
new technology or even splashed out on a big new building
from there. Our annual conference is always fun and member’s meetings are pretty social too, but a good old fashioned share it.
Until then take care. I look forward to seeing who steps out
phone call here and there can be a big encouragement for
both parties. Gone are the days of worrying about what every- of their comfort zone for the next issue. 
From Zac Haar
Carboglass

Safety stickers
available for members

Flexi smile
awhile

6 Industry Training
The association has led in the development of
training courses to suit our industry, working in
association with the New Zealand Marine and
Composites Industry Training Organisation.

7 Education, Marketing, Standards
Members can attend educational evenings to
learn about materials and techniques. Members
can participate in projects to market composites
in New Zealand and support the development of
accepted standards. An example of this was the
publication of a “FRP Design Manual”.

8 Low Cost
The cost to members is very reasonable indeed,
in view of the comprehensive service provided by
the Association. This is a great investment for
your future in our industry.

9 Official Solicitors
CANZ would like to acknowledge and thank
sponsor Clendons, Barristers and Solicitors,
Commercial Lawyers, Auckland, now official
solicitors for CANZ in its official magazines,
newsletters and other communications to
members.

New members
Peter Thompson
Te Poi Fibreglass Ltd
027 572 2427
2 Te Poi Road, Te Poi

HS Composites Ltd
Auckland
Tel 09 295 2200
Phil Breytenbach

A large range of safety stickers (samples above) are available for
members to purchase from CANZ.
50mm x 50mm $2.00 plus GST each.
100mm x 100mm $3.00 plus GST each.
150mm x 150mm $4.00 plus GST each (Acetone and MEKP only).
Contact Caroline Gibson at caroline@composites.org.nz
if you wish to place an order.

A priest, a doctor, and an
engineer were waiting one
morning for a particularly
slow group of golfers. The
engineer fumed, "What's with
those guys? We must have
been waiting for fifteen minutes!"
The doctor chimed in, "I
don't know, but I've never
seen such inept golf!"
The priest said, "Here
comes the green-keeper.
Let's have a word with him."
He said, "Hello George,
what's wrong with that group
ahead of us? They're rather
slow, aren't they?"
The green-keeper replied,
"Oh, yes. That's a group of
blind firemen. They lost their
sight saving our clubhouse
from a fire last year, so we
always let them play for free
anytime."
The group fell silent for a
moment.
The priest said, "That's so
sad. I think I will say a special
prayer for them tonight."
The doctor said, "Good
idea. I'm going to contact my
ophthalmologist colleague
and see if there's anything he
can do for them."
The engineer said, "Why
can't they play at night?"

